11/21

Best Price ever.

Some Brandnew – full warranty
New equipment with minor visual defects
New equipment from older series.
Phase-out equipment (original packaging)
Equipment from exhibitions, demos and rental.

– Further information please also find in Garage Sale List Part 1 –
– Garage Sale List 3 in preparation –
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Here, our GARAGE SALE LIST 2
In our Garage Sale List 1 you already found a number of brand-new pieces of e
quipment which we are offering at exceptional prices (all as long as supplies last).
In this list you will find used equipment, described in its present status.
We also show a number of functional film cameras, where some of the batteries are not
fully functional, but can be rebuilt at your cost if desired.
Beyond that we offer some accessories, relating to our high-speed video cameras
(also fully functional). Some other tools and equipment, partially brand-new,
partially used.
Again – super prices, as always only valid as long as stocks last.
We are perfectly willing and open for any kind of questions.
Some of the prices shown here are our suggestions, and you should feel perfectly free,
especially with the cameras, to make us your offers.
The more different items you order at the same time will influence our willingness and
motivation to give you preferential treatment.

GARAGE SALE LIST 3
This will also soon be available and contains a tremendous choice of complete dedolight
lighting kits from our demo and rental stock, and much more.
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All prices are ex stock Munich, excluding V.A.T. All specifications and prices are subject to change without prior notification.

4–7

Classic dedolight Studio Equipment
(with multi-output power supplies and accessories)

8

DLH436 low-voltage 400 Watt focusing light
Highest precision, unequaled character

9

dedocool Lighting System for highest light output for small objects

10 – 11

Lamps – Globes, brandnew, overstock
Metal halide for film, discharge lamps for museum lighting, 		
halogen lamps

12 – 18

Film cameras, fully functional, for user and collector

19 – 25

High-speed video cameras and accessories,
sale ex rental

26 – 28

Camera optics

28

Kflect reflector system (set)

29 – 30

Film camera accessories

31

Siemens Projector

All prices are ex stock Munich, excluding V.A.T. All specifications and prices are subject to change without prior notification.
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dedolight Focusing Low Voltage Lights
Some of us are constantly on the move, be it for news, interviews or documentaries. A life with
‘Lighting-on-the-Run’.
For these teams we have always had the best possible choice with our kits called ‘The Portable
Studio’.
Today, another subject for all of those, who are not constantly ‘on-the-run’, if you are working
in a studio and see the need for high-class precision lighting, like table top tasks with jewelry,
cosmetics, electronic equipment or food, everything that needs very special care and a very
special glamorous look.
Here is a very attractive offer. This consists of the high precision versatile and creative tools in a
complete set.
Accompanied by multi-output power supplies, be it the 3 x 150 Watt DT24-3 power supply, or the
4 x 100 Watt power supply DT12-4.
To make it even more attractive, we add two of our imagers/projection attachments, complete
with 85 mm projection lens, perfect to light a sizable background, or to highlight the smallest
possible detail (which facet of the diamond do you want to light).
Absolutely stunning precision, as used exclusively for the highest demands in special effects of
the ‘Harry Potter’ Series, or the special effects in the ‘Lord of the Ring’ movies, the film ‘American
Beauty’, or the fascinating ‘Back to the Future’ Ride Film shot by Doug Trumbull, and many others.
Today, especially in view of the situation that we all encounter at the moment, an absolutely
unique and one-time offer.
We have reserved a particular contingent of these sets which may not be available for long,
because this offer is extremely advantageous.
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Version 1:

Description

Unit price:

1x DT24-3

power supply/control unit 3 x 24V/150W

665,50 €

665,50 €

190,00 €

3x DLH4

light head, 100 W / 150 W tungsten, low voltage

288,00 €

864,00 €

564,00 €

3x DBD8

standard barn door (eight leaves)

38,00 €

114,00 €

75,00 €

3x DPLS

light shield ring

6,00 €

18,00 €

11,70 €

3x DPOW3

cable/extension, light head to power supply, 8 m (26.2‘)

42,50 €

127,50 €

82,86 €

3x DL150-NB

tungsten halogen lamp 150W 24V

8,50 €

25,50 €

19,14 €

1x DLBOX

plastic box

7,00 €

7,00 €

4,55 €

3x DST

dedolight stand

78,00 €

234,00 €

152,10 €

2.055,50 €

1.099,35 €

Kit price:

Optional for
Version 1*:

Description

DSC1

Soft case, small

Unit price:
336,00 €

Total:

Super Sale:

Super Sale:
218,40 €

* Please note:
Super price only valid when ordered with above kits.

All prices are ex stock Munich, excluding V.A.T. All specifications and prices are subject to change without prior notification.
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DLH4 Sets
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DLH4 Sets

Version 2:

Description

Unit price:

1x DT12-4

Power supply/control unit 4 x 12V/100W

626,00 €

626,00 €

150,00 €

4x DLH4

Light head, 100 W / 150 W tungsten, low voltage

288,00 €

1.152,00 €

752,00 €

4x DBD8

Standard barn door (eight leaves)

38,00 €

152,00 €

100,00 €

4x DPLS

Light shield ring

6,00 €

24,00 €

15,60 €

4x DPOW3

Cable/extension, light head to power supply, 8 m (26.2‘)

42,50 €

170,00 €

110,48 €

4x DL100

Tungsten halogen lamp 100W 12V

7,50 €

30,00 €

19,48 €

1x DLBOX

Plastic box

7,00 €

7,00 €

4,55 €

4x DST

dedolight stand

78,00 €

312,00 €

202,80 €

2.473,00 €

1.354,91 €

Kit price:

Optional for
Version 2*:

Description

DSC2

Soft case, medium

Unit price:
398,00 €

Total:

Super Sale:

Super Sale:
258,70 €

* Please note:
Super price only valid when ordered with above kits.
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Options to accompany versions 1 and 2
(pages 5 and 6)

Description:

price each:

Super Sale*:

DBP

Backpack

428,00 €

269,00 €

DCHDKA1

Transport hard case

491,50 €

319,48 €

DCHD

Transport hard case

455,00 €

295,75 €

DP1.1

Imager projection attachment
with 85 mm lens

236,00 €

153,40 €

DP2.1

Imager projection attachment with built-in
framing shutters and 85 mm lens

247,00 €

160,50 €

DPGH

Steel gobo holder (size ‚M‘)

9,00 €

5,40 €

DPGSET

Gobo set
(six popular steel gobos, size ‚M‘)

145,00 €

108,75 €

DPEYESET

Eye filter attachment

56,00 €

33,60 €

DPEYEP

Pouch for DPEYESET

24,00 €

14,40 €

DFXSET

Three structure glass filters with holders
and pouch DFXT6-R / DFXT10-B /
DFXT11-P

255,00 €

153,00 €

* Please note:
Super price only valid when ordered with the kits from pages 5 and 6

All prices are ex stock Munich, excluding V.A.T. All specifications and prices are subject to change without prior notification.
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DLH4 Sets options
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DLH436 lighting system
A LIGHT WITH A VERY SPECIAL UNIQUE CHARACTER.
Following the phenomenal success of our original low-voltage light with
12 or 24 V, we expanded the same principle for the next size.

Light head DLH436

For the original low-voltage lights with 12 or 24 V, we also had separate
power supplies with 3 or 4 outputs. For this light, we have a power
supply/transformer with similar size, but with only 1 output, usable for
input voltages from 100 V all the way to 255 V. The output and intensity
is switchable from 3000 to 3200 up to 3400 Kelvin.
With this lighting system, we succeeded to combine the special advantages
of our original low-voltage system and transformed them into the next size.
This does not only concern the amazing light output, where for example
in the spot function with 5.5° exit angle, the light output equals a 650 W
dedolight and even more.

Original list price 2014:

691,- €

Power supply unit

Power supply to
light head

I assume, that it will beat any 1000 W traditional light.
The main achievement is in the very special light character, which is
not obvious to every lighting cameraman, not to every professional.
To actually “see” light is a very difficult subject, because light is invisible,
we only see the reflection of light, but for the few, that value the very
special character of a lighting system and want to use this unique
character of light, it is truly and exceptional light.
For example, this lighting system was used by the British Special Effects
Cameraman Nigel Stone, who used it for special effects in Harry Potter
and many other of his films. Nigel Stone is known for other movies and
his special effects work in Charlie and the Chocolate Factory, The Brothers
Grimm, Chronicles of Narnia, Total Recall, Cinderella and King Arthur.
Admittedly, a lighting system not for everybody, especially not for those
of us, who need to travel with the lightest possible equipment package.

Original list price 2014:
DT36-1

Original list price 2014:
709,- €

DPOW436

100,- €

Originally, this set was selling for: 1,500.00 €

Now very special offer:

750,00 €

This price equals a reduction of 50%.
We still have a very limited number of such lights available, which we can
offer with full warranty, complete light head with power supply, cable and
two lamps 400 W, 36V.
Previous pricing information shown in any other dedolight publications no
longer valid.
Interesting for fans of halogen quality and character and for those, who
value the high precision and the unique character.

Specifications:
Light head DLH436
Focusing range:
56° to 5.5°
F ocus range total:
1:16
W
 eight:
3400g
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Power supply, transformer and control unit D36-1
W
 eight:
6200g
Input:
adjustable from 100 – 255V A/C
O
 utput:
36V A/C 400W

All prices are ex stock Munich, excluding V.A.T. All specifications and prices are subject to change without prior notification.
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Two million lux of cool light for smaller objects
This fixture is exclusively designed by us to fulfill the demands of
high-speed film and video, as well as for special effects shootings.
COOLT3
Transformer / Control Unit
This Power Supply/Control Unit can simultaneously power two
dedocool tungsten light heads. Its AC power input can be set for every AC
power in the world from 110 V to 240 V in six steps. Each light (output)
can be individually and independently switched in four distinct steps, each
increasing color temperature and output:
1. Set up position 		 –
approx. 3000 K – 21 V
2. Operating position 		 –
approx. 3200 K – 24 V
3. Boost position		 –
approx. 3300 K – 26 V
The COOLT3 incorporates an input voltage indicator, enabling the user
to determine correct input voltage at a glance and to control color
temperature precisely.
Weight:

4560 g (10.2 Ibs)

lnput voltage:

110 V - 240 V AC (switchable, 6 steps) 100 V - 240 V AC on request

Output voltage:

2 x 21 - 26 V AC (in three steps)

Safety:

Red LED indicator for each output indicating cool down period.
Fused input and outputs

List price 767,- €

Super Sale

422,00 €

COOLH dedocool
Tungsten Light Head
The first light designed expressly to meet the special requirements of ultra
high speed film making and videography. The dedocool utilizes a low
wattage, low voltage lamp working in combination with a unique optical
system and a special reflector which concentrates an intense amount of
light over a highly concentrated area.
Two carefully matched heat-reflecting filters in combination with two forced
air ventilators guide the heat out of the back of the light head. Over short
periods of time, heating of the subject is negligible. Even after prolonged
shooting sessions, ambient close range temperature could best be
described as „warm.“ Light to subject distance, maximum 20 cm (8”).

List price 1.308,- €

Super Sale

720,00 €

CAUTION: Especially when shooting with high speed video cameras that
work with „Rolling Shutter“, e.g. the Phantom HD or Phantom HD Gold. At
higher frame rates, and especially if at the same time shortened exposure
times are used, it may come to fluctuation phenomena of light intensity.
Here tests are possibly advised.
Weight:

1840 g (4 Ibs)

Lamp:

24 V / 250 W (ELC) Osram HLX 64653 or equivalent

Input voltage:

21 - 26 V AC (from COOLT3)

Cable length:

690 cm (22‘ 8“)

Mounting:

Standard 16 mm (5/8 „) receptacle

All prices are ex stock Munich, excluding V.A.T. All specifications and prices are subject to change without prior notification.
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From our stock of lamps.
These are lamps which we do not use for our dedolight products
Metal Halide / Osram
Watt

Socket

Manufacturer

Code

12000

G38

GE

48468

7

900,00 €

6000

G38

GE

48467

4

600,00 €

4000

G38

GE

27765

3

175,00 €

4000

G38

GE

48466

2

175,00 €

2500

G38

GE

40482

4

130,00 €

1200

G22

GE

4940

5

100,00 €

1200

G38

GE

27764

1

120,00 €

800

G22

Sylvania

BA800SE

51

99,00 €

575

G22

GE

48463

15

49,00 €

400

GZZ9.5

GE

21853

3

40,00 €

200

GZY9.5

GE

48462

6

35,00 €

125

GZY9.5

GE

48461

6

35,00 €

Quantity

if you want to purchase everything listed in the category shown above
(metal halide/Osram), our offer is for:

Special offer

14.000,-€

Architectural Metal Halide
Watt

Socket

Manufacturer

Code

Quantity

150

G12

Sylvania

23978

192

12,50 €

150

G12

Osram

682055

48

7,00 €

150

G12

Osram

682079

37

7,00 €

70

G12

Osram

87664

145

7,00 €

70

G12

Osram

523488

84

7,00 €

70

G12

Philips

11

7,00 €

35

G12

Osram

5626

31

7,00 €

35

G12

Osram

5625

12

7,00 €

if you want to purchase everything listed in the category shown above
(architectural metal halide), our offer is for:

10

Special offer

3.000,- €

All prices are ex stock Munich, excluding V.A.T. All specifications and prices are subject to change without prior notification.

Watt

Voltage

Socket

Manufacturer

Code

5000

230

G38

GE

88875

25

27,00 €

2000

230

CP41

GE

88489

8

6,50 €

1200

80

G22

Philips

6980Zq

6

10,00 €

1200

80

G22

GE

88439

12

10,00 €

1000

120

G22

GE

88622

8

9,00 €

1000

230

G22

GE

88458

28

6,00 €

1000

230

G22

Osram

64747

9

6,00 €

650

230

CP39

GE

20320

6

7,00 €

500

230

GY9,5

GE

30459

26

5,00 €

500

230

GY9.5

GE

39624

137

5,00 €

300

230

GY9.5

GE

88433

52

5,00 €

300

230

GY9.5

GE

88433-B

19

5,00 €

300

240

GY9.5

GE

39779

23

5,00 €

300

240

GY9.5

GE

88444

52

5,00 €

150

230

GX6,35

GE

30584

11

5,00 €

150

230/240

G6,35

GE

88492

24

15,00 €

2000

230

Rx7s

Osram

64781

12

8,50 €

2000

240

Rx7s

GE

88481

6

10,00 €

1000

220/230

R7a-15

GE

20249

54

2,00 €

1000

230

R7s

Osram

64583

9

2,00 €

800

230

R7s

Osram

64571

23

2,00 €

400

230

R7s

Osram

64702

20

2,00 €

300

240

R7s

TE lighting

TE64701

35

3,00 €

Quantity

if you want to purchase everything listed in the category shown above (halogen), our offer is for

Special offer

3.000,- €

All prices are ex stock Munich, excluding V.A.T. All specifications and prices are subject to change without prior notification.
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Halogen
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Various film cameras, all functional.
Here, we offer various film cameras,
which are all fully functional.
It has to be noted, that the batteries of these cameras, as far
as we offer them together with the cameras, are available,
but have not been used for a long time and therefore, the
battery cells would need to be exchanged, if you wish to
operate the camera. We can do that for you, but we have
to charge for the upgrade.
If you want such cameras as collector´s gems, or for
museums, you may most probably not need batteries.
We offer here some absolutely excellent high-speed 16 mm
cameras. But we have to point out, that these will need 16
mm film material with double sided perforation, which is
not always easily retrievable these days, but we have been
informed, that there are still a few sources active.
Some of these cameras are Photosonics Action Master 500
cameras. I´ve worked myself with them, - it was my best
high-speed tool.
Apart from that, we have a complete set of the smallest
high-speed film camera, Photosonics 1VN.
In the range of the regular 16 mm cameras, we offer an
Éclair NPR camera.

Not for sale, only if you´re interested, in my collection,
I also have a 35 mm spring driven Zeiss high-speed
camera, as well as a Debrie Super Parvo color camera,
where my colleague Alex says, that this was operated by
Charlie Chaplin.
Several Photosonics 4E cameras, as well as 4B Photosonics
cameras with viewfinder systems, which we designed and
modified.
A Debrie high-speed cameras 35 mm, which was used the
last time in a Joe Lewis fight 1928.
We also have some original 16 mm Miliken cameras. One
of those was used 1972 during the Olympics for Mr. Penn
and his absolutely stunning movie about the pole vault,
wonderful images, reminding of a Leonardo painting.
I´ll stop right here, before I get too emotional.
Until then, - take a look at what we´re offering on the next
pages and if you still have emotional or even practical ties
to this work with traditional film, be it as a collector or as a
user, then you will find something special here.
With best regards,
Dedo Weigert
Dedo Weigert Film
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The Actionmaster 500 has been the high speed choice of sports and wildlife cinematographers for over 25 years. Extremely reliable and rugged, the
Actionmaster is capable of capturing high resolution images at speeds up
to 500 fps. The camera features a high/low speed switch and is compatible with Unilux strobe lighting.
Ground glass:
Framing rates:
Voltage:
Current Draw:
Film:

TV Safe and/or Standard 16mm
24/ 48/ 100/ 200/ 300/ 400/ 500 fps
28V DC
12 A (max)
16mm negative double perf stock (2R)
The camera runs with regular stock on max
speed. No Ektar stock necessary
Magazines:
2 Mags each 400ft (122m) load
Exposure times:
The rotary shutter is variable, allowing control of
the exposure time independent of the framing rate
used.
Shutter:
160°/ 120°/ 90°/ 60°/ 45°/ 30°/ 22,5°/
15°/ 7,5°
Footage counter:
The AM500 is fitted with an indicator in each
magazine
Run-up, Run-down: The camera requires very brief run-up and rundown times. The Runup to 500 fps lasts about 3
seconds, the run-down about 2 seconds. At lower
framing rates, these times are shorter.
Filmtransport:
2 pull-down claws - 2 registration pins
Reflex viewfinder: continual reflex viewfinder.
The viewfinder image is mirrored out by a beam
splitter. This allows continual viewfinding during
the take.
Light loss:
The beam splitter takes out about 1/2 stop.
Lenses:
all Lenses need ARRI-Bajonett-Mount
Zeiss Zoom 10 -100mm
Canon 8 - 64 mm T 2,4 (on request only)
Canon 11,5-138mm T 2,5 (on request only)
Innovision 16mm/TV with 90°-Angle T 8,0
(incl. 5 / 6,5 / 9 / 12,5 / 18 / 28mm lenses)
Matte Box:
Petroff Matte-Box (4“x4“ filter size) with 19mm
Rods
Lightweight Matte-Box (3“x3“ filter size)

Actionmaster 500 camera package

our offer

2.300,00 €

- or your best offer will be considered 1x Actionmaster camera body
1x Viewfinder
1x Zeiss zoom 10 – 100 mm including 1 zoom leaver
1x clamp-on mattebox for 4 filters 3 x 3 “
2x magazines 400 ft. including 4 split spools
2x battery cables
1x transport case

THIS IS A CAMERA REQUIRING TRAINED TECHNICIAN
Please note!
We have batteries but these are not functional. Could be fitted with new
cells if needed at the cost of the client.
Alternative offers will be considered.
Detailed operating instructions and technical description available
upon request.

All prices are ex stock Munich, excluding V.A.T. All specifications and prices are subject to change without prior notification.
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PHOTOSONICS AM500, 16mm Highspeed Camera
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The smallest 16 mm high-speed camera
Photosonics 1VN
The 1VN is the smallest, lightest, fastest professional
motion picture camera ever created.
16 MM 1VN (24-200 fps) High Speed Film Camera
Small and lightweight action camera to install on helmet, on cars,
bikes, skateboards, skis, airplanes and other brackets

Technical Data:
Speed:

24-200 fps

Movement: 	Intermittent, 2 pulldown arms,
2 registration pins
Shutter:

120 degrees (fixed)

Film Spec: 	16 mm double perf (2R).
2944 or 3000 pitch on daylight spools
Power:

28V DC

Weight: 	3.75 pounds including camera body
and loaded 100 feet magazine

The 1VN is a non-reflex camera with a C-type lens mount. Viewing

Once the camera is locked in position, the boresight is removed

through the lens for line-up purposes is accomplished using a bore-

and the magazine is attached. There is no provision for viewing

sight device that attaches to the camera in place of the magazine.

through the lens while the camera is running.

Complete set:

2.250,00 €

- or your best offer will be considered -

1x VN Body
2x magazines 30 M (1‘)
view finder, transport case

lenses: C-mount:
Angenieux 5,9 mm, f 1,8 – Euro 650,00
Bolex-Kern 10 mm, f 1,6 – Euro 350,00
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Eclair NPR 16 mm Camera, the revolutionary classic
Eclair NPR 16 mm Camera
The French-made Eclair NPR (Noiseless Protable Reflex)
16mm camera, designed by Andre Coutant and
introducesd in 1963, was a motion picture camera
with a gerat many "firsts" to it's name. The first of the socalled cinema verite motion picture cameras. The first
16mm camera built from the ground up to be noiseless
without the use of an external blimp.

The first camera to offer factory-installed cableless crystal
sync sound shooting. The first professional motion picture
camera to offer coaxial magazines.
The first camera erogomically designed for more
comfortable hand holding. The first camera, which
could be modified for Super 16.

Length:

35cm/ 14 inch (54cm/ 21,5 inch) with zoom lens

Height:

34 cm

Weight:

9,3 kg (20,5 lbs)

Shutter:

180 degrees foxed or adjustable 5 to 180 degrees in 5 degree increments

Exposure Time:

1/48th of a second at 24fps (180 degree shutter)

Filming Speeds:

4fps - 48fps max. (depending on motor used)

Battery Voltage Requirements:

10.8 - 13.5v DC (12 v DC nominal)

Current Requirements:

2 amps @ 25 degrees C

Lens Mount:

(1) CA-1 bayonette type and (1) "C" threaded type

Flange Focal Distance:

CA-1 mount = 1.8897", C mount = .690"

Typical Noise Level:

29.5 dbs at 36"

Complete set:

1.900,00 €

- or your best offer will be considered -

1x Camera body
1x Angenieux view finder
2x Magazines 120 m
1x Motor
1x Angenieux Zoom lense with Cameflex Mount

All prices are ex stock Munich, excluding V.A.T. All specifications and prices are subject to change without prior notification.
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Bolex 16 mm H16 RX-EBM

Motorized Camera with power grip and
Bolex bayonet lens mouant
our offer:

880,00 €
- Any price suggestion from your side will be considered -
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Bolex H16 EL
Movement:
Single-claw pull-down. No registration pin.
Gate has automatic threading device that loops film ans inserts it into gate
and around sprockets. Rear pressure plate can be removed for cleaning
gate. Automatic loop former prevents loss of loop.
FPS:
FPS single and variable: 8-64 FPS
Displays:
Footage and frame counters add and subtract. Audible scene length signal
clicks every 28 frames. Single-frame exposure button for instantaneous or
time exposures.
Shutter:
Bolex electrically driven cameras (H16 EL) have fixed 170 degree shutter
Frame rates electronically controlled, 10 -50 fps
Viewfinder:
Flickerless and parallax-free reflex viewfinder via prism reflex finder. Image
magnified 14 x in eye-level finder and may be continuously viewed in
filming or stopped position. H-16 EL has built-in, through-the-lens silicon
light meter with shockproof LED Indicators in view finder. Filter slot behind
the lens.

Automatic film threading, automatic loop
adjustment. Variable seed 8-64 fps

Film loads (plural) accepts 100/30,5 m daylight loading spools, which
can be jected with built-in leaver device. Optional 400 ft (122 meter)
magazin with self-contained take-up motor available.
Motor, Power:
Motor variable speed motor and electronically stabilized motor suitable
for sync pulls and crystal sync. H16EL has single frame and electric rewind,
instant start and stop. All models accept 400 ft (122 m) magazine with
take-up motor. Full 100 ft (30,5 m) film rewind.

Our offer:

1.200,00 €

- Any price suggestion from your side will be considered All prices are ex stock Munich, excluding V.A.T. All specifications and prices are subject to change without prior notification.
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Fries 35R Camera
The Fries Mitchell 35R camera offered here is based on a Mitchell GC
camera. That was the high-speed camera in the conversion by Doug Fries.
he Fries Mitchell 35R camera is one of the most reliable and compact
high-speed production cameras available. The dual pin registration and
4-pin pull down mechanism make for the steadiest possible photographic
images.
Such cameras were used on many feature projects like Die Hard, Mr. and
Mrs. Smith, Battle Los Angeles, The A-Team, Rose Red, Final Destination
and many more. This camera features an orientable viewfinder and in our
offer is a video tap. 1000 ft (300 m) magazines, as well as 400 ft (120
m) magazines. Interchangeable lens mount. The standard high-speed motor,
as well as the Noris single frame motor.
We have literature to back up all the operating instructions,
if those are desired.

We offer the complete set for:
super sale price:

7.500,00 €

Feel free to give us your best offer, which will be considered.

Norris / Pentax Intervalometer
LPC-90 System
Model:
Color:
Film Format:
Type:
Brand:
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LPC-90 (LIGHT PRIORITY CONTROL
BLACK-TEXTURED PAINT
35mm MITCHELL MOVIE-CAMERA
LPC-90 (LIGHT PRIORITY CONTROL)
NORRIS FILM PRODUCTS

All prices are ex stock Munich, excluding V.A.T. All specifications and prices are subject to change without prior notification.

The most compact professional S3D system with
exceptional properties
Seven stereo optics for fast and easy change
Fixed focal lengths 20, 24, 28, 35, 50, 75, 100 mm
The Phantom 65 - Z3D system represents the only digital, extremely compact stereo 3D camera system, with only one camera and interchangeable
stereoscopic special lens systems (two optical units in one housing) for 3D
shooting in professional 35mm image quality.
The front-end of the Phantom 65 was modified in such a way that the specially developed stereo lenses can be used for 3D shooting. The stereoscopic
Zepar lenses project two images in Super 35 format on to the 65mm
format sensor with 2K resolution each. Both images are automatically synchronized, since they will be recorded directly with one camera and one
sensor. The interocular distance of the lenses is variable, to define for each
setting the optimum placement of the space volume. The lenses always stay
in parallel position.
The P65 - Z3D system records both images on the same sensor, thus operating like a pair of parallel cameras, where both optical axes are always
parallel, eliminating any angling of optical axes. The extremely compact
construction of the Zepar lens pair allows a very small interaxial distance
which is variable from 24,15 to 26,4mm. By allowing the adjustment of
the optical units in front of the sensor plane towards each other, it is possible to define the image plane / Zero Parallax (Zepar is an abbreviation of
Zero Parallax) and vary the image plane.
By the changing the interocular distance depicted objects can be shown as
appearing before or behind the image plane. This potential sets the P65 Z3D apart from traditional parallel camera positions. The images are free
of optical and geometrical distortion. There are no image artefacts as may
be found with converging systems, also free of particular problems which
are typical for beamsplitter rigs.

Key Features:

- Any offer from you will be considered -

Extremely compact and lightweight stereo 3D system
Simply ONE camera with ONE lens assembly with two optical units in one single housing, ONE sensor, ONE recording medium
Result: No camera alignment, no synchronization needed, images are automatically synchronized
No differences between the two recorded images regarding color, luminance and scale
Images are free of optical distortions and artefacts
No problems with reflections or mirror effects, as may be found with mirror rigs
Fast camera setup, fast work on the set
Uncompressed onboard RAW recording (Phantom Cine RAW)
High-speed recording up to 300 fps in S3D mode with a resolution of 4096x1152
Depth of field equals 35mm recording
Interocular distance of the optical units is variable for the definition of the image plane
Includes a 3D calculator for fast and easy control of optimum depth of field and image plane
Use of matte box and filters, identical with 2D shooting
No limitations by weather, no disturbance by dust, rain, snow and dirt particles as you may often find with mirror rigs
Compact system, ideally suited for shooting in confined spaces
Easy handling on cranes - as hand-held camera
Use on a Steadicam
Camera body weighs 5.5kg
Ideal also to be used as a B-camera
Very pleasant stereoscopic impression

All prices are ex stock Munich, excluding V.A.T. All specifications and prices are subject to change without prior notification.
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Phantom – Accessories
Phantom CineFlash
M
 emory Module for Phantom Miro LC/M320S
H
 ot Swapable
A
 ll files saved in Cine RAW format
M
 anage your Cine files on MAC or PC

There are several benefits to Phantom CineFlash drives:
Security. Instantly save your high-speed images from the camera’s
dynamic RAM to CineFlash non-volatile memory so you have a secure
copy of your shot.
 roductivity. Eliminates the need to download the file after each shot,
P
resulting in less down-time between takes.
 uality. Files saved to the CineFlash are always saved in the Cine raw format, which maximizes image quality and
Q
workflow options.
Portability. Whether using a Phantom RCU or an auto-save setup, when saving to an internal CineFlash, there’s no
need to connect the camera to a PC.
Each Miro M / LC camera is delivered with a phantom CineFlash drive and a CineFlash dock (for data download).
CineFlash memory is available in sizes of 60GB, 120GB and 240GB.

- Any offer from you will be considered -

Phantom Remote
Control Unit
The Phantom Remote Control Unit is a useful 5" companion.
This small, lightweight, portable device offers both control of the
Phantom highspeed digital cameras and work as additional onboard
monitor.
The RCU supports the entire highspeed imaging workflow.
Set up the camera, trigger the shot, check your clip by using the
LCD - screen, define with In- and Out-points the interesting image
contents and save the result on the CineMag (CineFlash with Miro).
The 5“ TFT touch screen technology allows you to control a camera
with a tap of your finger. A scroll/jog dial gives you an alternate
(and fast!) way to change many settings or to scrub through a
recorded cine.
The optional industrial Bluetooth connectivity gives you the freedom to
control the camera wirelessly. (Miro only via cable).

20

 andset, compact and lightweight
H
(17.75 cm x 10.2 cm x 8.9 cm, 740g)
Control most Phantom camera settings from RCU
With integrated video monitor (5" diagonal)

- Any offer from you will be considered -

All prices are ex stock Munich, excluding V.A.T. All specifications and prices are subject to change without prior notification.

Phantom CineMag® II & CineStation
Digital high-speed imaging is memory hungry.
Shoot 1000 frames-per-second at HD resolution,
and each second of recording takes up about
3,6 GB of memory. The latest generation of
Phantom Flex generates almost 3 - times the
amount of data per second in the internal RAM memory.
A 4-second recording can take up to 15 minutes to
download via standard GB Ethernet. That‘s 15 minutes
better used for taking your next shot.

Cinemag 256GB, Year: 2012
Serial Number 12211, List Price $ 24.900,-

Special Offer:

1.500,- €

Cinemag 256GB, Year: 2012
Serial Number 12212, List Price $ 25.900,-

Special Offer:

1.500,- €

The CineMag is a „hot - swappable“ solid state (flash)
memory with a very fast bus, which can write up to 700
megapixels per second.
This allows to write up to 450 fps at 1920 x 1080
resolution.
For higher frame rates the internal memory must be used.
Then the data can be cut in the internal memory and be
selectively stored in a few seconds on the CineMag.
CineMags are available in sizes of 144 GB, 256 GB
and 512 GB.
The Data download is possible either directly from the
camera or with the CineStation.

- Any offer from you will be considered -

All prices are ex stock Munich, excluding V.A.T. All specifications and prices are subject to change without prior notification.
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Phantom – Accessories
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Video / Highspeed-Video Accessories
Transvideo HD Monitor
HD8
Transvideo HD8 Transvideo Cinemonitor 8“ Evolution Super bright
TRANSVIDEO_HD8-1499

This monitor is the ultimate reference class field monitor due to its extensive
features and workmanship. With a max. brightness of over 1000 nits, the
ALMCD panel can still display the image even in full sunlight due to specially
coated front glass.

TRANSVIDEO_HD8-1506

TRANSVIDEO_HD8-1500

Transvideo
HD6SB
Both monitors offered here HD6 and
HD8 are several
years
old, but fully functional.
List price: ca. 2.700 Euro

HD8 Special Offer:

1.080,- €

Transvideo HD6SB

Transvideo Monitor HD6SB
TRANSVIDEO_HD6SB-1507

TRANSVIDEO_HD6SB-1508

TRANSVIDEO_HD6SB-1509

List price: ca. 2.700 Euro

HD8 Special Offer:
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980,- €

Extensive measuring devices and analysis tools on board. Waveform monitor, focus helper, 1:1 pixel zoom, exposure control via histogram and limits
setting with false colors, framing, image flip, artificial horizon, freely configurable tally, audio display, time code display, iCooke lens reader make
this monitor the perfect tool for the camera operator. Four memory locations
for different settings. Preset LUT's (LogC, LogF, Panalog) and freely adjustable
gamma value, sturdy die-cast aluminum housing, passive cooling without fan
and without ventilation slots/holes, protect against moisture and make this
monitor the ideal tool for the sometimes rough everyday life on set. USB input
for software updates, tally out.
Input voltage:
10-36VDC via 4 pin XLR,
Power consumption:
22W
Supported formats: 	1080p/1080i/1080psf/720p/
SD SDI 525-626/NTSC/PAL/SECAM
HD SDI In/Out:
via BNC, HDMI input
Compostit/Component input via 8 pin Lemo.
Contrast ratio:
600:1
Viewing angle:
+/- 80° H, +60/-80°V
Dimension:
215x190x60mm, weight: 1,7 kg
Working temperature range: -20°+55°C,
storage temperature range: -40°+80°C
In sturdy hard pelicase with accessories.

Transvideo Cinemonitor 6“ Evolution SBL Super Bright
This monitor was specially developed for camera support systems such as
Steadycam, Artemis and the like. With a max. brightness of over 1000
nits, the ALMCD panel can still display the image even in full sunlight due
to specially coated front glass. Extensive measuring devices and analysis
tools on board. Waveform monitor, focus helper, 1:1 pixel zoom, exposure
control via histogram and limits setting with false colors, framing, image
flip, artificial horizon, freely configurable tally, audio display, time code
display, iCooke lens reader make this monitor the reference class for the camera operator. Sturdy die-cast aluminum housing, passive cooling without
fan and without ventilation slots/holes, protect against moisture and make
this monitor the ideal tool for the sometimes rough everyday life on set. USB
input for software updates, tally out.
Input voltage:
10-36VDC via 4 pin XLR,
Power consumption:
14 watts
Supported formats: 	1080p/1080i/1080psf/720p/
SD SDI 525-626/NTSC/PAL/SECAM
HD SDI In/Out:
via BNC
Compostit/Component input via 8 pin Lemo.
Contrast ratio:
600:1,
viewing angle:
+/- 80° H, +60/-80°V
Dimension:
195x168x60mm, weight1,4 kg.
Working temperature range: -20°+55°C
Storage temperature range: -40°+80°C
In sturdy hard pelicase with accessories.

AllTRANSVIDEO_HD6SB-1510
prices are ex stock Munich, excluding V.A.T. All specifications and prices are subject to change without prior notification.
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Video / Highspeed-Video Accessories
Phantom RCU with Transvideo HD8 Monitor and BP8

- Any offer from you will be considered -

All prices are ex stock Munich, excluding V.A.T. All specifications and prices are subject to change without prior notification.
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Video / Highspeed-Video Accessories
ATOMOS Samurai Blade monitor recorder
Atomos Samurai Blade is designed as a compact field recorder that can be attached directly to a
camera or camera rig.
The device can record HD signals via HD-SDI, optionally in ProRes or DNxHD. The Samurai Blade
stores data on standard 2.5-inch hard drives like those found in a laptop computer. In order to ensure
reliable recording even in the event of strong vibrations, Atomos recommends the use of 2.5-inch SSD
memories.
The Samurai Blade can record up to 12 digital audio channels, which are included as embedded
audio in the HD-SDI signal. Analog audio can be recorded on 2 channels via a mini jack plug. A
robust aluminum housing enables the recorder to be used even under harsh environmental conditions.
The display integrated in the Samurai Blade has a resolution of 1280 x 720, with a screen diagonal
of 5 inches.
A viewing angle of 179 degrees and a brightness of 400 nit make it possible to assess the subject to
be recorded at any time. In addition to the peaking and zebra functions, there are other control tools
that can be used to assess the image signal. For example, a vectorscope, a waveform monitor or an
RGB parade display can be shown in the display of the Samurai Blade.
Atomos Samurai Blade stores video signals with a quantization of 10 bits with a color sampling of 4:
2: 2. The common HD resolutions up to a maximum of 1080i60 are supported.
Dimensions 153x87x48mm, weight without battery and HDD 345 grams
Input voltage: 6.2VDC to 16.8VDC
Power consumption: 3.3Watt (monitor only) 6.8Watt (monitor, play, recording)
Power supply via NP batteries or D-Tap

Original price approx. 600 to 700 Euro

All functional - Special Offer:
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150,- €

All prices are ex stock Munich, excluding V.A.T. All specifications and prices are subject to change without prior notification.

SUBLAB Spectr Breakout Box for Phantom Camera
SpectR, The remote control for Phantom cameras
A communications system which allows for remote control of all Phantom digital cameras, including Flex, HD Gold, Miro series, V series
and of course the Phantom Flex 4K.

SpectR System consists in 2 key Elements :
-The iCU-Intelligent Control Unit, smart and modular
device that gives you full control at a glance to use
your Phantom camera remotely at long range, with
the help of a simple and intuitive interface on
a 4.5'' touchscreen display or using it with joysticks.
- The iBOB-Intelligent Breakout Box, the “network”
device between iCU and the phantom
camera that manages external sensors, devices
and lens motors among other functionalities.

List price new: approx. 900 to 1200 Euro

Sales price for the set:

2.750,- €

If bought in conjunction with one of the cameras offered in this list, our offer is 500 Euro surcharge.
- If sold separately, we wait for your offer. -

Kinotehnik LCDVFe Viewfinder
LCDFe includes a monitor with all cables for cameras, like Sony, Canon, Black Magic, Cinema Pocket, etc. with HDMI signal output

List price new: approx. 900 to 1200 Euro

Sales price for the set:

450,- €

All prices are ex stock Munich, excluding V.A.T. All specifications and prices are subject to change without prior notification.
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Video / Highspeed-Video Accessories
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Camera lenses
Schneider-Kreuznach Cine-Xenar III with PL-Mount
Fresh and different!
Schneider-Kreuznach Cine-Xenar III lenses are the ideal tool for your creativity. They have the
speed, image quality, and robust reliable construction to give you the maximum freedom to pursue
your vision.
The high resolution telecentric design provides even image brightness and minimizes breathing.
Up to eighteen iris blades result in a beautiful, extremely pleasing bokeh. The improved functionality
is achieved by an exceptionally well engineered focus mechanism: The user friendly focus has
large easily readable engraving and has been spread out to facilitate smooth accurate adjustment
during use. The superior modular concept supports your workflow and helps to reduce maintenance.
Changing lenses has never been easier: Cine-Xenar III lenses have all the same dimensions,
and all focus and iris gears are in the same position.

The Schneider-Kreuznach Cine-Xenar III lens range with
PL-Mount and focal lengths of 18, 25, 35, 50, 75 and 95 mm.
Original list price 5.000 € each lens

Will be sold only as complete set including case. Special Offer:
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29.500,- €

All prices are ex stock Munich, excluding V.A.T. All specifications and prices are subject to change without prior notification.

FUJINON 10-140 mm, f2.8
For broadcast cameras with B-mount and 1-2" sensor

Original list price can be
determined upon demand.

Special Offer:

980,- €

- all offers from you will be considered, even if they do not meet our price suggestion -

Carl Zeiss 10-100 mm

Carl Zeiss 12,5-75 mm

f2.8 ARRI bayonet mount

f1.2 ARRI Bajonett Fassung

For cameras
with Arri Bayonet-Mount and 16 mm format

For cameras
with Arri Bayonet-Mount and 16 mm format

Original list price can be determined upon demand.

Original list price can be determined upon demand.

Special Offer:

590,- €

Special Offer:

90,- €

- all offers from you will be considered, even if they do not meet our price suggestion -

All prices are ex stock Munich, excluding V.A.T. All specifications and prices are subject to change without prior notification.
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Camera lenses
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Camera lenses
CANON TELECONVERTER

Century 2.0x Extender

For 35 mm cameras, either 75 mm clamp adapter
Lens outer Ø or 75 mm threaded screw ring

Teleextender for 35 mm format
Mount for PL mounted lenses, camera mount PL

Original list price can be determined upon demand.

Original list price can be determined upon demand.

- Any offer from you will be considered -

Special Offer:

560,- €

- Any offer from you will be considered -

Reflectors
KFLECT K-BOX TT Kit - Ex demo kit
K-Flect reflector kit with 17 reflectors
and mounting devices

List price for full kit is 1.019.00 €

Special Offer:
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690,- €

All prices are ex stock Munich, excluding V.A.T. All specifications and prices are subject to change without prior notification.
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Produkte für Garage Sales vom 22.10.20
Accessories
FGV Lens support
DENZ Bridgeplate und TILTA Verschiebeplatte

Original list price can be determined upon demand.

- Any offer from you will be considered
KINOPTIK_Sucher-2

DENZ Bridgeplate and
TILTA shifting plate

KINOPTIK
Viewfinder
FGV_Onjektivstütze-1613

Original list price can be determined upon demand.

Original list price can be determined upon demand.

DENZ_TiLTA_Bridgeplate-1596

DENZ_TiLTA_Bridgeplate-1597

- Any offer from you will be considered -

- Any offer from you will be considered KINOPTIK_Sucher-2-6

Produkte für Garage Sales vom 22.10.20

NORRIS Contoller Motor A

NORRIS Contoller Motor B

Original list price can be determined upon demand.

Original list price can be determined upon demand.

- Any offer from
you will be considered NORRIS_Contoller_Motor_A-2-4

- Any offer from you will be considered -

All prices are ex stock Munich, excluding V.A.T. All specifications and prices are subject to change without prior notification.
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High-class endoscope, length 90 cm
Specification:
Diameter of the endoscope pipe:
Length of the pure endoscope:
Overall length without camera mount:
Diameter of input connector for light guide:

19 mm
74 cm
90 cm
9 mm

The endoscope includes a fixed wide-angle lens.
There is a thread which allows the attachment of various
Century universal camera mounts.
Those are available for video cameras
as well as film cameras.

This endoscope was originally manufactured by French company Efer.
The system can be used with a fibre light guide and an external light
source (not included). The focusing device and camera adapter was
manufactured by us.

The thread for the camera adapter has a diameter of 56.6 mm. At this
moment, we´re still looking, whether we can find any of the camera
adapters, that we previously manufactured. This device can be supplied
incl. a sturdy aluminium transport case.

Super Sale price

260,- €
- Any offer from you will be considered -
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All prices are ex stock Munich, excluding V.A.T. All specifications and prices are subject to change without prior notification.
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Siemens Projector

Siemens 16 mm projector, no warranty

Super Sale price

275,- €
- Any offer from you will be considered -

All prices are ex stock Munich, excluding V.A.T. All specifications and prices are subject to change without prior notification.
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